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Florida legislature votes overwhelmingly to ban children under 14 from social media 



April 9, 2024




On the heels of a unanimous bill to crack down on criminal squatters, the Florida House nearly unanimously passed a bill to ban children 13 and under from social media. Florida House Bill 3 was passed in [...]
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Denver begs illegal aliens to go to Chicago or NYC instead! 
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Massive drug bust at Indianapolis chicken joint owned by anti-violence activist 



April 3, 2024
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Racially motivated murder at Texas gas station 



August 27, 2023




Police say Jekierin Walker, 20, was panhandling at a Valero gas station in Marion, Texas, on August 21st. At 1:00 PM, he allegedly shot Stefan Volkmann, 41, multiple times after Volkmann refused to give him [...]
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Congressman introduces bill that criminalizes criticism of any “non-White person” 



January 14, 2023
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Retired police chief killed in savage live streamed hate crime 
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Biden’s new federal judges: 76% female, 34% Black 
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Chicago rocked by public lynching of a Puerto Rican couple after Puerto Rico Day parade 



June 21, 2021
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2020 BLM/Antifa Riots – UPDATED 6/8/22
 37 deaths

28 non-fatal gunshot wounds

16 injuries from other attacks

2 other attempted murders

8 other related deaths

We have created the largest database of 2020 riot violence in the country.
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Tune in to the Political Cesspool Radio Show
 
AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, TNLive Stream via Liberty Radio

6-9 PM CST Every Saturday[image: alt]
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Author of Liberalism Unmasked banned from crypto exchange at the request of the ADL 



	


Substack appears to flip-flop on free speech stance 



	


Bloomberg: Elections are a threat to Democracy 



	


Media Matters spends $13M+ a year, but real power comes from MSNBC/others 



	


Four Polish MEPs stripped of immunity so they can be charged with “hate speech” 
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Rochester McDonald’s says it can’t remain open while High School is in session 



	


High tech “Burglary Tourism” spreads across the USA 



	


Oakland is becoming a fast food desert 



	


County refuses to allow Antioch, CA, to shut down dangerous library 



	


Do Blacks get longer jail/prison sentences? 
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Ireland’s Prime Minister says “very White” institutions “need to change.” 



	


Ferdinand Magellan under attack 



	


UH lecturer denounces Whites for trying to save the whales 



	


W&L University removes gravemarker for Robert E. Lee’s horse 



	


Anheuser-Busch accused of anti-White & anti-Asian discrimination in complaint to EEOC 
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BLM gunman gets manslaughter plea deal for killing fellow activist 



	


BLM arsonists get FREE PASS for torching Atlanta Wendy’s 



	


Dutch conservative leader attacked by leftist militant on campaign trail 



	


Alleged Antifa chop off victim’s fingers in Chemnitz park 



	


WY Minority Whip posts violent Antifa material on Tik Tok 
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